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Abstract
Robust control Ian are presented for a undamped pair of cou-

pled mwan with a noncoloca sesor and actuator. This sim-
ple problem captu may of the features of more compkx air-
craft and space cture vibration control problems The control
problem is fomulated in the singuar value famework,
which addmie the sability robustness to parameter variatios di-
rectly. Contwrle ae desiped by D-K iteration (commonly caled
-synthesis), and the reuling hih-order contrler are reduced us-

tug Hankel nmod reduction. Desip s cons uch as settlit
time, actuator constraints ity t measurement noe, and
parame nterucertainty ae achieed by the remuting controlers. De-
sign Probkm #1 and #2 were ed in [2). Desi Problem
#4 in 111] wil be cnsidered in this paper.

Introduction
Numerous reearchers (a listed in [1ll) have appi a variety

of rnbust control odolge to te enchmark problem.
Brats and Mo 2 d d robust coatrole for De Prob
lems $1 ad #2 the DK iteration' nmeiod proposed by Doyle
[8). Though the des specifications cannot be described directly in
the stur singuar value fEwork, control, peformn, die-
turbanCe, and measurement weights we cden to meet the desig
spctfcatioaL

The paper n organised - folows. First the benchmark problem
is briefly dcribed. Then the tructured sigulr value frmeork
s reviewed. Design Problem #4 is th put tok.
Due to lack ospace, the statep ac matrices for the controler, the
gain ad phase margi, t rmace/stability robustnm plots,
ad time simul are not given ber but will be prsted at the
1992 ACCCoafa [3J.

Beachk Problem
Consider the two-wam/spring system in [ll], which is a generc

model of an uncertain dynamical sysem with noncolocated snor
and actuator. The system is Lepesented in state-pace frma
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where Zi and x2 are the positions of body 1 and body 2,x3ad x4
we the veocities of body 1 ad body 2, is the control input actin
on body 1, is thesenr _marement, w is the distrbance act
on body 2, v is sensor noise, and z is the output to be controled. k
is the spring constant, ml is the mas of body 1, and m2is the ma
of body 2.

The coupled spring-mm system is sumed to have negligible
dampig. IThe spin c ant d m a ae mumed to be uncer-
tain. The actuato is kcated on body 1 while the sesmor is loat on
body 2, i.e. the sensor ad actuator ae noncolocated. TIs makes
the system much harder to control than in the clo e e

Problem #4 is denibed below. Specications
are from I 4. Specificatiom (v-vi) rm 12) we additional practi
constraints. We choose the mewement noise to be app imatel
the same a that for the laboratory flxble structure m 11). Our
actuator bandwidth limitatio is more restrictive than that for the
voice coi actuators in 1)1
Deign #4.Deign a feedback/feedforward controler for a unit-
step output command tracing problem for the controlled output, z,
with the following properti:
(i)The control input u(t) is limited to Jul < 1.
(ii)Performance requirement: settling time and overshoot are both

to be minimied.
(iii)Stability requirement: performance robustness and stability ro-

bustna with respect to the three uncertain parameters ml, m,
and k (with the nominal values ml = M2 = k = 1) are both to
maximized.

(iv)If there are conflicts between (2) and (3, then performance
versus robustnes trade-os must be considered.

(v)The control system can tolerate Gaussian white noise with var-
ance of 9 * 10-6.
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(vi) Because of finite actuator response time, the bandwidth for the
feedback cotroUer must be < 50 nd/s.
SuSingular Value

The go-l ofany controler design is that the overl system is sta-
ble and satise some minimum performance equi ts. These
requie should be satise at kst when the controall is ap-
plied to the seinl plant, that is, we requir nominal sability and
noinal-p

In practice the real plant Gp is not equal to the model G. The
term "robust is uwed to indicate that cme property holds for a set
II of possible plants GP - defined by the unertainty description. In
particular, by rbust sability we mean that the cki loop system
is stable for all Cf,E H. By robust performance we mean that the
performance requireme are satied for all Gp e H. Performace
isc denedin robust cotrol theory umg the 4.-norm of
someD I We EXG) of intrest.
De~~ 1 lic dosed l system ezbiis semisal peyormaose
if

(4)
DefinitIon 2 he dcosed Wp ssem exhibits robst performasce if

PEOO" ffp7():5 1 VGp I. (5)
For example, for reection of disturbance at the plant output, S
would be the weight seitivity

S = W1SW2, S =( + GK)6
4 = W1sw2, Sp = (I+ GpK)-'. (8)

In this cas, the input weight W2 is wually choen equal to the
disturbance model. The output wet 1 ed to ify the
frequncy range over which the sensitivity function should be unal
and to weighteachoutput accrding to its importaee. K is the
transfer functn of the controler.

Doyle (4) derived the strwturd singular wie, p, to test for
robust per . To ue we must model the unertainty (the set
Hoflpomible pints C,) - norm bounded perturbations (4) on the
nomialsstem Thrughweights each perturbation is normalized

to be osise one:
7(,) 1,5 . (7)

The perturbations, which may occur at different locations in the
system, are cocted in the dional matrix Atu = diag [A1l,. A,]
(the U denot uncertint) d te em arranged to match the
block diam in Fig. 1. The interonnection matrix M in Fig. I
is detemned by the nominal model (G), the sise and nature of the
uncertainty, the controler (K).
The definition pa i a t
Definitio 3Let M be a s re complex matrix sad the set A =
{diag(,I * ,An4}. heas p4(M) is defined such that Z(M) is
cal to the sm_led a(A) for A makiag (I + AM) sixnguIa ie.

A (M) _= mi {u'(A) : det(I + AM) = 0) (8)

For Fig. 1, robust stability and robust performance can be tested by
Therein 1 The clsed oop system cehibits rouist stability if and
only if the closed loop sytem is nomisnaly stabk and

suppU&(MuI) < 1. (9)
Theorem 2 Thc closed lop ssiesm exhibits robus perfonnece if
and onl if te dosed lo system is sominal stable and

supPA(M)< 1. (10)

pti(M) depen& on both the elements of the matrix M and the
structure of the perturbation matrix A = diag[Au, ApJ. Ap is of-
ten chosen to be a full suare matrix with dimension equal to the
number of output (the subcript P denotes performance). Note that
the issue of robust stability is simply a special cae of robust perfor-
mance. Also note that robust performance implies robust stability,
i.e. suppA(M) > supAtA,(M 1i)

It is a key idea that p is a general analysis tool for determining
robust performance. Any system with uncertainty adequately mod-
eled as in (7) can be put into M-A form, and robust performance
ca be tested using (10). Standard programs calculate M and A [7],
given the transfer functions decribing the system components and
the location of the uncertainty blocks A.
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Upper Bound for p with Complex A Beause calculating p ex-
actly is fairly difficult, its well-known upper bound i. used instead.
Define

D = {diag[d,II]: dim(I ) = dim(A,),d positive realcalar), (11)
then [4

(M) < inf (DMDr'). (12)
p4M DeD

The upper bound is almost always within a percent or so of
j

for
real proble 110], so for engneerin purp never ha to bectdexacly.
CoUtroUCSynthesisM is a funci of the contrler K. The H.-
optimal control problem is to find a ing K which minimize
supP(M(k)). The state-space app gthe Heoacontrol
problem i described in [9].

The lK iteraion method (often yn )is an ad k
method which attempts to minmithe tght uper b ound ofp in
(12), ie. it attempts to solve

mi inf sup? (DM(K)D- ). (13)
K DeD w

The approach in -K iteraion is to alternatively minimisesup? (DM(K)D-)
for either K or D while holdin the other cnstat. For fixed D, the
controler synthesis is soved via H,,-optimization. For fixed K, the
quantity is miniz as a ovex otimization. The resultin D as
a function of frequency is fitted with an invertible tabl minlunm-
phase tranter function and wrpped b1ac into the nominal inter-
connection sructure. This increas the number of states of the
scaled G, which kads the next H.-synthesis step to give a higher
order controler. The iterations stop after sup, r(DM(K)DA) is
no loner diminied. h lti hi oer ontroller is reduced
using liankel model reductionl o method is not uar-
anteed to converge to a global minimum, t ha been used extensively
to de robust control and seems to work wel 15].

Application of pA to Design Problem #4
The spring constnt and the two ma are asumed to be un-

cerain and are give by
k =ko +wA, ml mIO +WI6, m2 =m +W4, (14)

whem ko, mlo, and m2o are the noinal valu and the htJ 1
WI, and w2 are used to Dnonn-e the ucartaintes N soatl, < l.
Simultaneou perturbations in the 6 are alwed, s long 1aI <1
for each uncertainty i.

The objetive of Desig Problem #4 is for the controled van-
able r to folow the desir trajectoy r, i.e. we want llz-rlo
small. Weighted version of the noise, disturbance, control input,
and performance variable are given by

r = wr, w = W.tW', Ut =Wt,u (z-r)'-to,(z-r), (15)
where in general the input weights w, and w, weigh the frequencies
of inteest and detemine the reltive importance of the noie and
disturbance. W,, is the performance wei4ht and w. is used to limit
the tmagitude of the control input. It IS cted that the high
frequency rol-off required by s>ecificatio ( ai)will automaticaly
force cification (v) tobestisfied, so () is not dectly acounted
for in the controller synthes. Specification () il be checed in
the time simulations.

k, ml and m2 from (14) and r, w, u, and : from (15) are
substituted into the sate-pace e o (1-3) and written m lc
diaramformin Fig. 2. Thebck diagmhasx, r t Uainputs
and i* ul, (z - r)', r, and y as outputs.

By inspcion, the bklo diagram in Fg. 2 is rearanged to form
the block diagam in Fig. 3, where

0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0

-kk oo--4 0 0 OO
& & -L Q0 0 W-M 0

Snj ML0 Mg Mg Ms

W -Wko OO 0 00 0 0 0
N -k--L 0> t..tO- 0 0 oR ,

ask M MI Mt j

&la 0 0 - 0 -S 0 - ,,,,0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Wto
0 W,, 0°0 0 0 0 -w,rwr 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,r 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(16)
and the normalized performance Variable , the normalized distur-
bance d, an the uncertainty block Au are given by

e= (zQ-r)D)' s=( ,) Ah=(61). (17)

1: General

'11,J-gml as-(--_~~~ -_ y =

_:t '- i _
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-

Fi 2: Block Diagam for Coupled Man-Sprig System
Ap is the performance A-blok which relates the outputs to input
K is the controler transfer function, and 4 is the 4 x 4 identity
matrix. Closing the integrator loop in Fig. 3 gives the syskm inter-

ceio structure in Fig. 1. Note that K has two inputs-the
reference tajectory rand the meaured variable . K = [Kpp Kpp],wbhee KF the feedfornrd and Kp, is the feedba cont e

We will use the D-K iteratio method by allowing the uncer-
tainties in k, min, and mi to be compex. The D-K iteration method
described in Section 3 approximately maximizes the performance for
the worst-case plant described by the nominal plant plus the com-
plex uncertainties. As such, the method wil give a controler whose
performance is insestive to the complex uncertainties. Thus the
performance of the controler will also be insesitive to the core-
sponding real uncertainties.

Due to lak of space, the choice of weights, the state-space ma-
trices for the contro er,the gain and phase margins, the perfor-
mance/stabifity rcut plots, and time simulatios are not given
here but wil be presnted at the 1998 ACC Coafereace (3].
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Figure 3: Simplified Block Diagram for Coupled Ms-Spring Sy
tem
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